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ABSTRACT 
 
A conceptual design is presented of a roof-top type, 
MULTI-PHASED VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE 

SYSTEM with an ADJUSTABLE INLET AIR SCOOP and 
EXIT DRAG CURTAIN at a 100 Watt to 50 kWe 

commercial scale. 
  
The MULTI-PHASED VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE 
(MVAWT) SYSTEM is cost effective in an 
environmentally friendly manner. It is especially useful 
in areas where it can benefit from the wind velocity 
increasing and streamlining effects that may occur 

around small hills, roof tops and tall buildings. 
  
The MVAWT system concentrates, collects and utilizes 
the available energy in the wind by way of a naturally 
yawed, downwind seeking, vertical axis orientated flow 

tube and integrated air turbine assembly with 
adjustable inlet air scoop and outlet drag sections 

mounted on the flow tube. 
  
The MVAWT system's air turbine is a combination 
radial or mixed out-flow and reaction cross-flow type 
centrifugal fan design as mounted on the discharge 
end of the flow tube. This air turbine, being more of a 

radial instead of an axial flow or propeller type design, 
can potentially exceed the Betz limit of 59.26% energy 
recovery or effectiveness from the maximum energy 
available from the wind flowing through the inlet flow 
tube. A low pressure drop screen can be provided at 
the inlet and outlet to protect flying birds and 
mammals from being drawn into the integrated flow 

tube and air turbine assembly. Additionally, access to 
the rotating components for inspection and 
maintenance purposes is much safer, easier and less 

costly than with conventional propeller type wind 
turbine systems mounted on tall towers. 
  
No multiple staged wind turbine system as described 

herein has as yet been researched as to its technical 
feasibility and developed to the point of a prototype 
demonstration at a commercial size. Such parameters 
as overall performance, energy conversion efficiency, 
costs (installed, operating and maintenance), system 
reliability, public acceptance and environmental 
impacts have not yet been truly assessed. 

 
A Phase I - technical feasibility assessment and Phase 
II - prototype demonstration program for a 
nominal 10 kWe sized Multi-Phased Vertical Axis Wind 
Turbine system with an average power output in a 16 
mph wind of as much as 2 kWe (kW-hr / hr) and as 
much as 10 kWe (kW-hr / hr) at a 28 mph wind 

velocity is suggested to provide this essential 
information to both the authors and the public at large. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Open propeller (FIGURE No 1) and ducted type axial 
flow or propeller type wind turbine systems (FIGURE 
No 2), as well as most other alternative wind turbine 

system designs of note have been the subject of 
intensive study and innovative thinking over many 
years by dedicated scientists and engineers. 
  
WINDGRABBER is an attempt by the authors to explore 
various possibilities for new ways to implement wind 
turbine system technology which will have a reduced 

impact on the public in general from a safety, noise 
and visibility standpoint with improved systems 
reliability and availability. 
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FIGURE No 1 & 2 – EARLY WIND TURBINE CONCEPTS   [3] [12] 

 

These improvements in wind turbine systems 

technology do not come cheaply, however. This paper 
and the overall WINDGRABBER design in particular 
builds on the public’s ever increasing willingness to pay 

more for their future energy needs if the result can 
lead to a reduced negative impact on the world’s 
current environment with an improved quality of life 
experienced by all. 

 
WINDGRABBER may not be a technology that will be 

widely implemented in the early decades of the 21
st
 

Century, but there is little doubt in the authors’ minds 
that ducted type wind turbine systems of some kind 
will be a part of the foreseeable future for the human 

race. This paper is an attempt by the authors to 
further serious interest and study efforts by future 
researchers, developers or tinkerers in ducted wind 
turbine technology.   [1] [2] 

 

WINDGRABBER CONCEPTS    [18] 
 
WINDGRABBER TM is a Wind Energy Power Enhancer 

System, consisting of an adjustable inlet air impact 
section, a flow tube, an air turbine and an adjustable 
exit drag section which has been optimally designed 
for most efficient generation of power from the wind. 
 

  
 

FIGURE No 3 & 4 – EARLY WINDGRABBER CONCEPTS   [6] [14] 

 

The WINDGRABBER wind turbine system’s overall 
concept centers around an integrated and 
aerodynamically optimized inlet flow tube with a radial 
out-flow type air turbine assembly located immediately 
downstream of the flow tube outlet (FIGURE No 3). 

This base WINDGRABBER flow tube and wind turbine 

assembly is then supplemented with various types of 
inlet and outlet flow sections which work in 
combination with the central WINDGRABBER flow tube

and air turbine assembly to maximize the differential 
pressure made available to the WINDGRABBER air 
turbine assembly for any given locally available 
prevailing wind’s direction and velocity. 

 
The WINDGRABBER radial out-flow type air turbine 
utilizes a single inlet, centrifugal fan type arrangement, 
which provides a rather simplistic design approach for 
development of a highly efficient air foil type air blade 
design. This design results in a more cost effective 
fabrication and construction for the overall air turbine 

assembly. An alternative mixed out-flow type 
WINDGRABBER design concept (FIGURE No 4), has 
also been conceived as possibly a more efficient 
approach for a WINDGRABBER type ducted wind 
turbine system design range of from approximately 0.1 
kWe to 50 kWe in size. 

 

FIGURE No 5 depicts a medium sized WINDGRABBER 
roof top type ducted wind turbine system of a multi-
phased vertical axis (MVAWT) design of approximately 
2 to 20 kWe in size, with FIGURE No 6 showing a 
 

 
FIGURE No 5 & 6 – ADVANCED WINDGRABBER CONCEPTS 

 

smaller sized multi-phased horizontal axis (MHAWT) 
design configuration for a WINDGRABBER type system 
in a 0.1 to 3 kWe range. 
 
FIGURE No 7 & 8 present added details for a radial 

out-flow and a radial mixed out-flow WINDGRABBER 

type inlet flow tube and wind turbine assembly. The air 
foil type air blades are normally optimized for most 
efficient operation and performance at about 60 % of 
rated wind speed with blade tip speeds of several 
times that of the incoming prevailing wind. Also, a 
second phase of the prevailing wind is injected 

tangentially to the outer wind turbine circumference in 
cross flow to assist the wind turbine assembly achieve 
lower start up speeds in light wind conditions.  
 
FIGURE No 9 & 10 shows larger sized WINDGRABBER 
systems integrated into larger sized office buildings. 

These systems use a series of vertical air flow control 
dampers, located on both the wind ward and lee ward 
sides of the building, which are then opened and 

closed, as required, to work in combination with 
suitable low velocity air supply and exhaust plenums. 
These two added features use the natural wind impact  
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FIGURE No 7 – RADIAL OUT FLOW AIR TURBINE - AIR FOIL BLADE DESIGN 

 

and drag effects of the building itself to simulate the 

more typical rotating WINDGRABBER inlet air scoop 

and exit drag curtain. 
 

FIGURE No 9 shows an open type wind turbine 
discharge system. FIGURE No 10 shows both  
 

 
FIGURE No 8 – MIXED FLOW AIR TURBINE - AIR FOIL BLADE DESIGN 

 

common supply and discharge plenums with inlet and 
outlet control dampers being utilized. 
 

FIGURE No 11 & 12 shows a roof-top WINDGRABBER 
system design using two different types of rotating 
cage assemblies. These cage assemblies are assisted 
in rotation by way of two off center, air foil or vane 

type stabilizers. FIGURE No. 12 has an additional 

eccentrically rotated wind turbine assembly feature, 
which provides additional motive force to the two air 
foil stabilizer’s rotational capability normally utilized 
with the basic WINDGRABBER system. This overall 
rotational force maintains WINDGRABBER’s inlet facing 
into the incoming prevailing wind without the need for 

an auxiliary powered jacking or turning gear. 
 
FIGURE No 13 provides an alternative approach for 
maintaining the overall WINDGRABBER system in a  
highly efficient downwind position by means of a 
centrally supported and eccentrically swiveled inlet air 
scoop, inlet flow tube, air turbine and exit drag curtain 

assembly, which has been proven to work by extensive 

bench scale type physical modeling by the lead author. 
 
FIGURE No 14 is the lead author’s latest concept for an 
ultimate roof top style WINDGRABBER wind turbine 

 
FIGURE No 9 – WINDGRABBER ON A ROOF TOP – NO DRAG CURTAINS   [11] 

 

 
FIGURE No 10 – WINDGRABBER WITH COMMON DRAG CHAMBER   [11] 

 

 
FIGURE No 11 – ROTATING WINDGRABBER & T-TRACK SUPPORT SYSTEM 

 

system of a copula design. This design is projected by 
the lead author to provide minimal noise and visual 

distraction to neighbors, while providing the maximum 
of safety and protection to birds and flying mammals. 
 

WHY WINDGRABBER? 
 
WINDGRABBER is based on a wind turbine system 
being utilized of a single inlet, centrifugal fan design, 
with the air flow maintained in the same direction as 
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FIGURE No 12 – WINDGRABBER ECCENTRICALLY ROTATED CAGE ASSEMBLY 

 

FIGURE No 13 – SINGLE SUPPORT ECCENTRICALLY ROTATED WINDGRABBER  

 

with normal radial fan operation, but with the air flow 
forces applied on the reverse sides of the highly 
efficient air foil type air blades. 
 
This type of design allows significantly higher air flows 

to be realized within the inlet air scoop and flow tube 
than those achievable with conventional open or 

ducted propeller or axial flow type wind turbine 
systems of like diameter. This is because it moves the 
Betz limit design point from the inlet flow tube to the 
downstream air turbine system, which can be much 
more easily increased in throughput cross sectional 

area for a more cost effective design. FIGURE No 15 
shows the performance for a nominally sized 10 kWe 
WINDGRABBER type wind turbine system using the air 
power or fan law equations at an 80% air foil type 
mechanically efficient air turbine design in lieu of the 
more familiar wind power equations as normally used 

by wind turbine designers. The primary difference in 
application of the fan or air power equations as 
opposed to the wind power equations is that with wind 

power equations the overall incoming wind’s velocity 
head differential across an open propeller type system 
is limited to unity. With the fan or air power laws, 

 
FIGURE No 14 – THE ULTIMATE COPULA TYPE WINDGRABBER SYSTEM 

 

Pressure differentials greater than one velocity head 
can be applied across the overall WINDGRABBER wind 

turbine system. This increased pressure differential is 
accomplished by combining the incoming wind’s impact 
pressure of one velocity head, developed by a first 
phase of the prevailing wind at the inlet to 
WINDGRABBER’s adjustable inlet air scoop, with the 

vacuum or negative pressure effect of approximately 
one half velocity head, created by a second phase of 
the prevailing wind which flows both around and 
through WINDGRABBER’s adjustable exit drag curtain. 
 

WINDGRABBER TEST BENCH & MODEL WORK 
 
FIGURE No 16 is a plan view of the original test bench 
configuration assembled and tested by the lead author 

in late 2005 and during the early part of 2006. These 
early tests were conducted and photographed with 
encouraging results, indicating that air velocities equal 
to or greater than the incoming wind could be 
consistently achieved in the central portion of both air 
duct arrangements tested.  

 
A second test bench configuration as shown in  
FIGURE No 17 & 18 was subsequently constructed and 
tested with even more favorable results achieved as 
part of the lead author’s efforts to apply for a USPTO 
non-provisional patent before the end of 2006.   [18] 
 

FIGURE No 19 shows a picture of an “Up Flow” type 
WINDGRABBER physical model, using a 14 inch roof 

top type turbine ventilator system as the inlet flow 
tube and air turbine, with an inlet air scoop located 
below and the exit drag section located above. The 
primary purpose for this physical model was to make 
various observations as to the visual effects realized on 

the turbine ventilator of the wind being admitted from 
the inside out only, from the outside only, and from a 
combination of air flows from both the inside and the 
outside simultaneously. The simultaneous 
configuration showed best results. 
 

A secondary purpose for the 14 inch roof top ventilator 
type physical WINDGRABBER model was to explore the 
various effects of using an eccentrically swiveled 

support base for the overall WINDGRABBER system in 
the form of a chair seat swivel base of ball and race 
design purchased at a local hardware store. 
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FIGURE No 15 – WINDGRABBER SIZING & PERFORMANCE WITH 80% EFFICIENT AIR FOIL AIR BLADES   [4] [5] [6] [10] [12] [13] [14] [16] 

 
 

 
FIGURE No 16 - ORIGINAL 2005 TEST BENCH 

 

 
FIGURE No 17 - 2006 TEST BENCH - WIND WARD VIEW 

Prior to the destruction of the swivel base during a 

high wind condition one night at the lead author’s 
hilltop home in Rimrock, AZ, it was proven very 
satisfactorily that a center supported, eccentrically 
swiveled base for the WINDGRABBER system would be 
more than adequate to passively rotate the entire 

WINDGRABBER system into a downwind position, with 
or without the addition of any stabilization vanes of 
either a flat plate or an air foil design. 
  

 
FIGURE No 18 - 2006 TEST BENCH – LEE WARD VIEW 

 
A second, more improved design for an eccentrically 

swiveled base was also installed and tested with 
similar results and findings. A third lesson learned 
during these tests was to acquire a greater respect for 
the power available in the wind at higher wind speeds. 
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FIGURE No 19 – 2009 WINDGRABBER WITH ECCENTRICALLY SWIVELED BASE 

 

A general observation concluded by the lead author 
with the various test bench configurations tested was 
that the rate of change in air velocity through the 
various test bench arrays appeared to be slower than 
that measured in the free or prevailing wind flow. 
 
The lead author’s test results as shown in the various 

photographs taken tried to take these characteristics 
for the free wind and ducted air flows into account 
when taking the data. The average of all data taken 
supported the lead author’s general conclusion that 
significant wind impact and wind drag effects could be 
achieved in order to increase the overall pressure 

differential accomplished across the overall 

WINDGRABBER system to significantly greater than 
one (1) velocity head from the WINDGRABBER system 
air scoop inlet to the drag curtain outlet. 
 

WIND POWER VS AIR POWER 
 
 
 

     FAN or AIR POWER = Pf = k ^Pv/nf /C 

 

Pf = Fan shaft power input = BHP (kWe) 
 
^P      = static pressure rise across fan, in. wg. (KPa) 

v        = inlet volume flow rate, ft3 / min (m3/sec) 
nf       = fan total/mech. efficiency, (100% = 100) 
k        = compressibility factor, dimensionless, 

  and equals 1 for air or wind power 
C        = constant of 6354 (1.00 for SI units) 
1 / C   = 1 / 6354 = 0.0001573811772 for air or wind 

  power equation 
 
Centrifugal fan air blade - air foil type nf = 80% to 
90%. Axial flow fan air blade – nf = 85% to 90% 

 
 
 

     WINDGRABBER Power = Pw 
 

Pw = 0.00015738 ^Pvnt 

EXAMPLE: 
 

Pw = 0.00015738 x 0.385 in. wg x 28 miles / hr x 

5280 ft / mile x 1 hr / 60 min x 3.1416 x (13.275 

ft) ^2 / 4 x 0.8 x 0.9 x 0.96 x 0.94 x 0.746 kWe / 

BHP = 10.0 kWe 
 

10 kWe produced for 1 hour = 10 kW - hr or; 
10 kWe = 10 kW - hr / hr of continuous, rated duty 
 
Where: 
 
The flow tube and prevailing upstream wind’s air 
velocity = V = 28 mph (^p = 1 Vh = 0.385 in. wg) 

and the flow tube inside diameter = Dft = 13.275 ft. 

 
Open flow area of air turbine at air foil type air blades 

equals ~ open flow area of flow tube with blade 
obstruction area equaling ~ 50% of air turbine open 

area (or, ~ 1 / 3 of total air turbine flow area). 
 

Em = 0.8;   Ealt. = 0.9; Eefc = 0.96;   & Esi = 0.94; 

 
Thus, the Betz limit = BL = 16/27 = 59.26%, is also 
included in the air turbine rotor design and accounted 

for in the WINDGRABBER air turbine open flow area, 
which is ~ equal to the inlet flow tube open flow area. 
 

Em = Total/Mech.; Ealt. = Alternator;   Eefc = Electrical 

Frequency Converter; Esi = Speed Increaser (If 

required in addition to the Alternator). 

 

nt = Overall mechanical and electrical efficiency 

 

Or; nt = Em x Ealt. x Eefc x Esi 

 
The general wind power equation, which assumes an 
open propeller in axial air or wind flow with only one 
velocity head (Vh) from the wind available to the wind 
turbine system, is stated as follows: 
 
 
 

    WIND Power = PP = 0.05472 V^3ABLnt 

 

Example: 
 

PP = 0.05472 x (28 miles / hr) ^ 3 x (17.24 ft. x 

0.3048 meters / ft.) / 2) ^ 2 x 3.1416 x 0.5926 x 

0.80 x 0.90 x 0.96 x 0.94 / 1000 = 10.0 kWe 
 
Where: 
 
The upstream prevailing wind velocity = V = 28 mph, 

and the open propeller outer diameter = DP = 17.24 ft. 

 
FIGURE No 20, 21 & 22 depict the general sizing 
criteria for a WINDGRABBER system, and show several 
applications for both a WINDGRABBER and a propeller 

type wind powered system now under consideration 
and development by CSU Fresno. 
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FIGURE No 20 – WIND POWER vs. AIR POWER – WINDGRABBER SIZING @ 10 kWe (28 MPH) 

 
 

 
FIGURE No 21 – 2.4 kWe WINDGRABBER - CENTRALLY ROTATED CAGE 

 
 

 
FIGURE No 22 – 2.4 kWe WINDGRABBER - ECCENTRICALLY ROTATED CAGE 

WINDGRABBER AND THE BETZ LIMIT 
 
The BETZ Law or limit was originally developed to 
define both the practical and theoretical limits of the 

energy that can be extracted from the wind in an open 
flow field and is limited to one velocity head of 
pressure drop being available from the prevailing wind 
as measured from far upstream to far downstream of 
the wind turbine system being analyzed. 

 
The BETZ Limit is shown applied to both a typical 

propeller in a flow tube as well as a WINDGRABBER 
type wind turbine system in FIGURE No 23 & 24. 
 
The BETZ Limit has continued to be the mainstay of 
wind turbine design engineers as being gospel relative 
to the limiting of the useful energy recoverable from 

the wind, even when used in regard to ducted wind 
turbine systems as developed to date. This limit also 
applies to WINDGRABBER in an indirect manner. 
 
Since there is no wind turbine, or any other obstruction 
to free wind or air flow installed within the inlet flow 
tube for WINDGRABBER (as with the usual propeller in 

the flow tube approach attempted by many in the 
past), the BETZ Limit does not apply within the flow 
tube itself. However, the BETZ Limit does apply to the 
radial out-flow type WINDGRABBER air turbine 
assembly, but is easily accommodated in the design by 
increasing the length of the air blades by around 50% 
in cross section flow area so that the open flow area 

within the overall air turbine bladed area is maintained 
approximately the same as for the inlet flow tube. 
Additionally, the WINDGRABBER system must account 
for the overall loss in wind pressure across the overall 
WINDGRABBER system resulting from shock and 
resistance to air flow from the ductwork configuration 

required to both supply and exhaust the wind’s air flow 

to the WINDGRABBER air turbine system and re-
entrain it back into the downstream prevailing wind. 
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FIGURE No 23 – WINDGRABBER AND THE BETZ LIMIT – BETZ LAW APPLIED TO PROPELLER WITHIN THE FLOW TUBE   [7] [8] 

 

 
FIGURE No 24 – WINDGRABBER AND THE BETZ LIMIT – BETZ LAW AND THE WINDGRABBER FLOW TUBE   [4] [16] 

 

The CFD modeling studies that CSU Fresno is currently 
planning to conduct will help to better define what 
these losses will be when used in an optimized 

WINDGRABBER design configuration. 
 
In the final analysis, overall energy conversion 
efficiency in the low 30% range is projected for the 
ultimate WINDGRABBER system when the overall 
WINDGRABBER cross sectional flow area and local 

wind effects are compared to the far upstream to far 
downstream prevailing wind’s full energy potential. 

 

ECONOMICS FOR WINDGRABBER   [9] [15] [17] 
 
The lead author’s overall conclusion at this time is that 

a ducted type wind turbine system such as defined by 
WINDGRABBER herein will be approximately twice as 
expensive on an installed $/kWe basis as a large utility 
sized wind turbine system such as is seen along 
various rural road sides and freeways. 
 
Small open propeller based wind turbine systems as 

normally located in the back yards of farms and horse 
properties fall somewhere in between these numbers. 
These types of systems are usually designed to use a 

local utility to provide a means of selling any excess 
power generated by their wind turbine systems, and 
are normally supplemented with a battery backup 

system for those times when the wind is not available. 

 
WINDGRABBER, however, falls into a different 
economic profile than that normally considered for 
more conventional wind or solar based green energy 
systems. That is, due to its simple and rugged design 
and construction, it can normally be considered for an 
extended 20 to 30 year economic life as opposed to a 
10 to 15 year replacement life used for most others. 

 
This extended WINDGRABBER system design life, when 

combined with an annual preventive maintenance 
program as provided by the original equipment 
manufacturer, allows the WINDGRABBER system to be 
seriously considered either for inclusion in a 

conventional 30 year loan package for a new home 
installation, or, for a 15 to 20 year home equity loan 
when included as part of a home extension, upgrade, 
or outbuilding addition to the original homestead. 
 

The current target for a fully commercialized and 
highly modularized WINDGRABBER system in a 1 to 10 
kWe size range would be on the order of magnitude of 

around $4 per watt on a maximum rated unit output 
basis in a 28 mph prevailing wind. Of course, those 

WINDGRABBER air turbine efficiencies as actually  
achieved in the field by the final design will be a large 
factor in the ultimate achievement of this objective.  
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This conclusion applies much more to a WINDGRABBER 
type ducted wind turbine system design than to a 
conventional open propeller design as they exist today. 
For example, going from an approximately 40% 

mechanical, 32% overall efficient reaction air turbine 
design to an achievable 80% mechanical, 65% overall 
efficient WINDGRABBER air foil bladed air turbine 
design will more than likely reduce the size and cost 
for the WINDGRABBER system by approximately 50%. 
 

NEED FOR CFD / FEA MODELING AND TESTING 
 
The lead author has made some rough calculations as 
to the overall potential performance and operation for 
a WINDGRABBER type ducted wind turbine system.  
 

However, only through state of the art CFD / FEA 
modeling will the authors really be able to put into 

proper perspective the future potential for ducted type 
wind turbine systems such as WINDGRABBER.  
 
CSU Fresno shares this opinion and has thus decided 
to take up the challenge of modeling and optimizing 

the WINDGRABBER ductwork configuration and air 
turbine design with the lead author’s input, where 
needed, in order to help answer these questions. 
 

DESCRIPTION OF CFD MODELING 
 

The primary focus of CFD modeling will be to provide 
validation of the approximate calculations discussed 
previously. Assuming the results are favorable, further 

validation in the form of experimental testing will be 
warranted. Three different types of turbine will be 
considered: mixed-flow and radial outflow turbines for 

use in the ducted system, and an open propeller-type 
system for comparison purposes. For this study, the 
duct size and configuration will be the same as in the 
earlier hand-calculations. 
 
The secondary focus of the modeling effort is to 
provide more sophisticated models capable of studying 

various other configurations of ducts, inlet air scoops, 
outlet drag curtains and air turbine designs. The CFD 
models developed will be used to optimize the design 
of a ducted type wind turbine system for maximum 

performance capability and power output by optimizing 
the overall WINDGRABBER duct configuration; 
including the flow tube, inlet air scoop, discharge 

plenum, drag curtain and air turbine impeller. A 
nominal "S" type, down-flow configuration will be used 
as a starting point, using a 14-ft diameter and 7-ft 
length of straight vertical-axis-orientated flow nozzle 
immediately preceding a radial out-flow or mixed-flow 
type vertical-axis air turbine.  

 
The air turbine will be located immediately following 
the straight-sided flow tube and designed 
for maximum and most efficient operation at an 
approaching prevailing wind velocity of 28 mph. The 
inlet air scoop will be located above the vertical axis 

orientated flow tube and air turbine assembly with the 

air discharging from the air turbine and drag curtain in 
a downwind direction. 
 

Optimization of the overall duct configuration will 
include optimizing the inlet air scoop, discharge 
plenum, and drag curtain. The right angle inlet air 
scoop should be of an optimum configuration so as to 

minimize the loss in wind energy entering the straight-
sided flow tube or nozzle. The entrance to the air 
scoop should be of such a configuration and should be 
sufficiently larger in inlet diameter than the flow tube 
so as to achieve this objective at a minimum of cost.  
 
The right-angle air turbine discharge plenum and 

second phase wind blocking - drag curtain should also 
be of an over sized and optimum configuration so as to 
maximize the wind energy available to the air turbine 
by way of minimizing the exit losses from the air 
turbine and discharge plenum, as well as any re-
entrainment losses that may be associated with the 

recombining of the air turbine discharge air back into 

the prevailing wind in a most cost effective manner. 
 

The overall configuration should also be optimized so 
as to create the maximum possible vacuum effect at 

the exit from the optimized drag curtain assembly  
at its exit plane so as to maximize the total differential 
pressure available across the air turbine assembly for 
the production of the maximum possible useful power 
from the wind for any given size of assembly. The 
preferred air turbine design should be of a combination 
cross-flow and radial or mixed out flow configuration. 

The air blades should be designed to perform primarily 
as a reaction or cross flow type air turbine at minimum 
or start up speeds, and as primarily an air foil type air 

turbine at the maximum design point and throughout 
as much of the overall operating power output load 
range as possible. The air foil type air blades should be 
of a simplistic design configuration, molded onto a bolt 

and nut type connector for mounting on the air turbine 
rotor at the optimum orientation. Alternatively, the 
complete air turbine assembly could be molded in one 
fiberglass or plastic casting.  
 
One of the primary purposes of this CFD study is to 

choose whether a mixed flow or a radial outflow type 
air turbine as described above will provide the best 
overall efficiency and, thus, the maximum power 
output available across the design operating range of 
prevailing winds from minimum to approximately 28 

mph at mean sea level, 80 
o
F air temperature and 60 

percent relative humidity.   
 
The CFD Modeling work is currently intended to be 
conducted on a PC workstation with a 64-bit, 8-core 
architecture, with smaller cases being run on a  

standard quad-core PC. The Software utilized will most 

likely be COSMOS FloWorks. 
 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Results of the proposed CSU Fresno CFD modeling, as 
well as any future trends in public opinion as to the 

wide spread use of open propeller systems on either 

roof tops or in the back yards of primarily rural and 
semi-rural residential homes, will be two of the major 
factors considered by the authors regarding the 
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continuance of any future R&D efforts with the 
presently conceived WINDGRABBER technology. 
 
With favorable conclusions reached in these two key 

areas, the authors’ next step will likely be the design, 
construction, start up and testing of a 5 to 10 kWe 
rated prototype demonstration unit in a 28 mph 
prevailing wind at a suitable test site. 
 
As part of this effort, the CFD modeling work that had 
been conducted up to that time will likely be expanded 

to include systems and equipment design and 
performance optimization efforts. Computerized finite 
elemental analysis (FEA) work would also be 
undertaken as part of the prototype design work to 
provide for a most cost effective, reliable and safe 
installation of the final WINDGRABBER demonstration 

unit. If future development work should be conducted 

regarding this WINDGRABBER development program, 
as defined herein, the authors may present future 
ASME papers as to the progress and status of this work 
on an annual or as appropriate basis. 
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